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Principal’s Desk     
Heartiest Congratulations!

“Success is where preparation and opportunity meet." 

-Bobby Unser

The students of JVM, Vidyanagar once again proved their mettle with the Class X  and XII CBSE 

Result Declaration on August 3, 2021. The students scripted a historic moment as they excelled in 

the CBSE results by bringing echoed laurels and accolades to the school. 

We are proud of you! Braving the turbulent waters of Pandemic , you all sailed through and 

performed well. We appreciate your perseverance, patience and determination. Wishing you all good 

luck and a prosperous future.

Thanks and Regards.

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma

Principal

JVM,Vidyanagar



Editorial Board 

Success comes to those who work hard and stays with those who don't rest  on the laurels of the 

past"Welcome to the nineth issue of "Communique" newsletter. This month had been pretty hectic 

for JVMites with lots of prestigious events that took place. Today we live in a world where 

change is riding in an accelerated pace  and we need to pause and reflect on the entire education 

system. It is firmly believed that students must be taught how to think , not what to think. At 

JVM we impart education to match the advancement of technology and globalisation with the 

ethos of moral and ethical principles. This year has been a very significant year as all our class X 

and XII students passed with flying colours by the hard work put by teachers and students and by 

the proper guidance given by Mrs.Ishwari K Sharma, Principal Jindal Vidya Mandir 

Vidyanagar.Newsletter is mirror reflecting the creativity of young minds of the school. The 

enthusiasm and curiosity shown by our  buddying talents in the field of science, art, literature, 

ceremonies, etc are praiseworthy and will be visible to you as you flip through the slides.

Happy Reading...



Theme for the Month : July

Remember and Rejoice



National Doctors’ day 
National Doctors' Day is celebrated on 1 July every year in India, to mark the

birth and honour the contributions of renowned physician and former West

Bengal Chief Minister Dr Bidhan Chandra Roy. He was awarded the Bharat

Ratna on 4 February, 1961.

The first National Doctors' Day was celebrated in the year 1991. On this

day, we express our gratitude to doctors - for always being there for us and

helping us to overcome our ailments. To sensitize students towards the

contribution made by the Doctors, we celebrated National Doctors Day.

Students were engaged in activities showcasing their creativity, confidence,

competence and imagination. Glimpses of various activities for respective

classes and from those activities some are here:

1-7-2021







Healthy Mind in a Healthy Body
An interactive session was organized to commemorate

‘Doctors’Day’ on the topic “Online Mode of

Education: How to Ensure Mental/Physical

Wellbeing" for students of Class 12. Our guest speaker,

Dr. Fabian Almeida, is an eminent psychologist and is

associated with various national mental health

awareness programs.

He precisely put forth pointers for maintaining mental

and physical health in this pandemic phase. He

explained on the importance of smart diet. He also

insisted on the need to communicate through various

mediums while maintaining the physical distance.

1-7-2021



Dear Doctor, Your devotion and care brings 
healing, comfort and hope. 



Click on the link to view the video 

• https://youtube.com/shorts/ELzBtA-RlMI?feature=share

• https://youtube.com/shorts/UYctX0Ip60o?feature=share

• https://youtube.com/shorts/LcZ-_alJAZw?feature=share

• https://youtube.com/shorts/XReecdUe7ds?feature=share

• https://youtu.be/KMVLjxh_QTw

• https://youtu.be/tCedF8zaDaU

• https://youtu.be/WMtUm7a4Ogg

https://youtube.com/shorts/ELzBtA-RlMI?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/UYctX0Ip60o?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/LcZ-_alJAZw?feature=share
https://youtube.com/shorts/XReecdUe7ds?feature=share
https://youtu.be/KMVLjxh_QTw
https://youtu.be/tCedF8zaDaU
https://youtu.be/WMtUm7a4Ogg


Lokamanya Tilak Jayanti

“Swaraj is my birthright and I shall have it.” -Tilak

The famous slogan coined by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, invoked lakhs of

people to participate in the Indian Movement. He was the first

strongest advocates of ‘Swaraj’ or ‘Self Rule’, which became the

guiding principle and stepping stone of the Indian Freedom

movement. Tilak was described as the Father of the Indian

Renaissance. When we talk about Atmanirbhar Bharat, the legacy

was carried forward by Tilak. Bal Gangadhar Tilak was a teacher,

advocate, journalist, scholar, mathematician, philosopher and a

reformer who laid foundation for Indian Freedom Movement.

Remembering his contribution on his 165th Birth Anniversary, we

celebrated his birthday on virtual mode.

23-7-2021

Click on the link to view the video
https://youtu.be/EusCoB-Dvxw

https://youtu.be/EusCoB-Dvxw


Guru Purnima
Gu’ means darkness and ‘Ru’ means the one who dispels them, the one who is 

capable of dispelling darkness is a ‘Guru.’

- Advayataraka Upanishad 

As you walk with the Guru, you walk in the light of existence, away

from the darkness of ignorance, you leave behind all the problems of your

life and move towards the peak experiences of life. Guru Purnima is

dedicated to worship Guru, on the birth anniversary of Veda Vyasa,

creator of the Vedas. A teacher plays an important role in shaping our

lives. They not only impart knowledge to us, but also guide and steer us

towards the right path in life. A special virtual assembly was held, and

broadcast on YouTube Live to express reverence and gratitude to all the

teachers across the world. Here are the glimpses of the same. Please do

watch and feel blessed.

24-7-2021



Click on the link to view the video: https://youtu.be/Jr_5nr6z-qU

https://youtu.be/Jr_5nr6z-qU


Kargil Vijay Diwas is the day to celebrate the victory of the Kargil

War in India. It is the day to commemorate the victory against

Pakistan achieved on 26th July 1999 as a result of consistent struggle

over a period of 60 days in the war in Kargil district of Kashmir.

Kargil Vijay Diwas celebrates the success of ”Operation Vijay” and pay

tribute to our brave hearts, who put themselves into the mission, paid

their lives for this historic victory.

A soldier is one who kills death and lives in the heart of people forever.

He always puts the nation before himself. Special congloms and

masterclasses were organized to salute the courage of our soldiers and

the martys of the war

Kargil Vijay Diwas



Investing on Investiture 

Wheels started rolling and wings started flapping months ago to make this day a grand

success. The Investiture ceremony, on 17th July, empowered 103 students to various

leadership positions for this academic year. The meticulous guidance of our Principal

ma’am lead the way to a splendorous execution of events.

17-7-2021

The process of Investiture ceremony started around two months ago, and the various

portfolios were decided. The students were asked to choose an area of interest. The selection

process took place in four different steps including enrollment, voting through Google e-

campaign and interview. The entire sequence was organized by Investiture in-charge, Mr.

A K Basha, in a very efficient way. The deserving students were chosen by different teams

of interview panels and House Masters. Lot of time and effort was invested by all the

members of the team to make the procedure very systematic.



The Office bearers joined over Zoom and Youtube along with their parents, grandparents and

friends. A team of students enchanted the audience with their dance. Our Prime Minister, Krish

Agarwal thanked everyone and expressed his delight in the journey that started.

Memorable was the day, thanks to all technological advancements,

which made it possible during the pandemic.

Our Chief Guest, Mr. P. K. Murugan, President (Designated), JSW Steel, Vijayanagar, graced the

occasion and enlightened the students with his encouraging words. Mr. Kumaraswamy B Senior

Administrator, Vijayanagar inspired the student leaders. Mr. Bikram Singh Negi,Principal , JVM,

Shotlu, exalted the event by his presence. Mrs. Ishwari K Sharma Principal JVM Vidyanagar received

honour by NCC Cadets and hoisted the school flag. The President of the Student Council, Kumari

Bhavana, invested officer bearers and administered the oath. The portfolios of the elected candidates

were displayed with their photographs. Madam Ishwari K Sharma urged the newly elected Office bears

to embrace their duties with humility, perseverance and loyalty..Prangya,Arya Joshi, Vastav,Anagha

and Vaishnavi were masters of the ceremony.



Memorable Moments of Investiture Ceremony



Click on the link to view the video

• https://youtu.be/MQlIv3Ezaoo

• https://youtu.be/tax-Iw1kF_4

• https://youtu.be/3RjU_plHyVg

• https://youtu.be/t5ty7nQxkeA

• https://youtu.be/r9sHAv56TFw

https://youtu.be/MQlIv3Ezaoo
https://youtu.be/tax-Iw1kF_4
https://youtu.be/3RjU_plHyVg
https://youtu.be/t5ty7nQxkeA
https://youtu.be/r9sHAv56TFw


Welcome To Club Gallery Day 



Craft work Using Banana leaves and Tattoo Designing



Heritage Club

“It’s not the honour we take with but the heritage we leave 

behind”.

With an objective of motivating every student to participate in

heritage conservation, our school organised and decided heritage

club activities. The first activity focused on creating awareness

among the students about the richness of heritage in our composite

culture. Students were encouraged to do and present a traditional

art or craft which would be specialistic of their native place. An

unique collection of exhibits came up including Bidari art, artifacts

and coin collection. Mr. Mohan Raj, Master of fine arts, Educator

in JAV and Co-director of Hampi Utsav, graciously agreed to be

our guest. It was a nostalgic day reminding us all of our rich

heritage.



Sevabhav Club
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service 

of others  - Mahatma Gandhi

Sevabhav or seva is almost a forgotten aspect of human

nature. We all work to get something and believe in give and

take relationship. Ages ago, when gopis and lord Krishna

existed, they lived a very unique relation, where they only

believed in giving without expecting anything in return. This

gave them immense satisfaction and joy. They called it

sevabhav. Sevabhav i.e., emotions of seva. Even today, seva

is still defined the same. When we selflessly help another

human, it is called seva.

When we do seva, our ego melts and love flourishes within.

Through Seva club, students were encouraged and guided to

serve the others around to experience the divine peace.



Activities

LITERARY CLUB

Classes I & II

" To journey into realm of literary art 

that shapes the inner self, nurture the 

creative thirst and sculpts the raw 

potential of ignited minds."

The literary club functions with the

overall aim to develop the

imaginative faculties of students by

encouraging them to give free

expression to their ideas through

various literary forms.

Classes III – V



Classes VI – VIII Classes IX - XII

Literary club divided into 4 categories and we're given various activities in the month of July 

2021. Gallery Day was conducted on 24th July which made students to exhibit their works.



Exploring mathematics beyond textbooks for our day-to-day

activities would an interesting arena for math club. The

students get an inspiration to think deep and apply what they

learn. Encouraging a positive attitude towards mathematics,

the club promotes cross-curricular thinking and holistic

development of pupils.

The club also targets at providing opportunities for experiential

learning. Students exhibited their activities such as

multiplication wheel, magic numbers, prime number game, string

art and 3D geometry in an amazing way.

• https://youtu.be/EWa6pANHNvQ

• https://youtu.be/AVwET7VUgw0

Maths Club

Click on the link to view the video:

https://youtu.be/EWa6pANHNvQ
https://youtu.be/AVwET7VUgw0


Science Club
“Science and technology revolutionize our lives, but

memory, tradition and myth frame our response.”

Science club of Jindal Vidya mandir aims to develop a

scientific and rational attitude among students.

Students of science club were divided into four

categories, class-wise. Various activities like quiz and

model making were conducted as the first activity, in

the month of July. Gallery day was conducted on 24th

July 2021, wherein students exhibited their talents.



Tedtalk Club

TED began in 1984 as a conference where Technology,

Entertainment and Design converged. It covers almost all

topics — from science to business to global issues. TED is

devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short,

powerful talks. TED talks are found to be very powerful

in motivating the student communities around the world.

A person’s most useful asset is a heart full of love, an ear

ready to listen and a hand willing to help. It was our

pleasure to have Mr. G Sam Devadhas, for guiding our

children in this pandemic era.

https://youtu.be/0Lw42-HeODcClick on the link to view the video:

https://youtu.be/0Lw42-HeODc


Enlightening Masterclasses
In JVM we believe Activities like Spark plug lend students a chance to develop 

a sense of leadership and confidence. We conducted Master class on 26th July 

2021. We had invited masters from other Schools and colleges.

Our Masters were: 

Ms. Bharathi  – Teacher, JAV

Ms.Parveen Begum- Masters in social works , Teacher , JAV

Ms. Padmaja – NCC Teacher, JAV

Mr. Ramesh – NCC officer 

Mr. Shridhar - Teacher, JAV

Ms. Ramanjanelu– Science Teacher, JAV

Mr. Manjunath DK – Social teacher  JVM 

Ms. Surekha - Social teacher JAV 

26-7-2021









Master Class by Doctors9-7-2021

Oral  Hygiene 
Dr.Narayana Santhosh Nazare enlightened our tiny tots about oral hygiene. The

students were exposed about the importance of oral hygiene and the steps to

maintain it.



Master class conducted for the 

UKG kids by Dr. Shyamala to 

guide on General care of 

children. The ways and means 

of proper caring was 

interestingly explained.

Care of Children 



Master Class on Eid9-7-2021

As we celebrated Eid festival, 

LKG students were explained 

about its significance by 

Mrs. Ayesha. This enlightened 

the little kids and would help 

them celebrate the festival 

meaningfully.



Knowledge of Martial arts is

essential for self defense. A

wonderful master class was lead

by Mr. Prakash for LKG

students. Being a coach for

martial arts, his demonstration

created an awareness among

students.

Master class- Martial Arts 



Master class with Entreprenuer

Experience of a seasoned entrepreneur is 

precious. No matter how many theoretical 

models we study, we simply can’t replace 

the experience entrepreneurs have 

gained through actually doing the work, 

failing, and succeeding. 

Wonderful Masterclass was lead by 

Mr. R Gopinath, an entrepreneur. 

Students got first hand idea about 

‘Entrepreneurship’. The event was 

educative and informative.



A kitchen is a learning lab for children

that can involve all of their senses. In

order to develop healthy eating habits

and an interest in food, Sakshi Kumari

of grade 7 came up with the a concept of

cooking without fire for the students of

grade 3. This session helped to promote

positive attitude and enjoyment of good

food and cooking.

Sparkplug Session 

Churumuri Chat



Today a reader, tomorrow a leader

Reading is to mind what

exercise is to body.

Dibyanka Priyadarshini of

grade 7 organized the

Spark Plug session for the

students of grade 5 in order
to amplify their interest in

reading books . She not

only spoke about the

books she has read, but

also elaborated the

benefits of reading .



Dashavataar

Dashavataar refers to the ten avatars of

Lord Vishnu. The purpose of ten

incarnation is to restore the cosmic order

i.e., eradicate the evil forces from earth

an do restore the Dharma- the restoration

of the divine. Avni Mishra, Botsa Sudhira,

Mrutyunjay Mallik, Naveen Singh and
Sharda Chand organized the Spark Plug

session for grade 8th fellow mates to

enhance their knowledge in Indian

Mythology. Each Avataar was beautifully

interpreted , energizer activity was done

and the participants were provided with
certificates for their quick responses.



Spark plug on 17th July 2021, on the Topic Gratitude card for our Kargil Heroes.

Our own students initiated the sessions.

17-7-2021





Healthy Sprout salad16-7-2021

Master Aarush of UKG-B

explained and demonstrated

making Healthy Sprout salad.

His suiting attire and smile

brought interest and

enthusiasm among students.



Self designed Aquariums16-7-2021

Kids prepared their own 

aquarium with the help of 

Spark Preesha Shrestha 

UKG’C. The moving parts 

of hand made fish made 

the little ones overflow 

with joy.



Plastic Bag Free Day 

To sensitize the students 

about the hazards of 

plastic, Plastic Bag Free 

Day was specialized 

with a Spark Plug 

session. Our spark, 

Adrithi R Shetty of UKG, 

convinced all peers to 

“Say No to Plastic 

Bags!”.



.

Picture puzzle 
Fullest cooking: 

Choco balls  

Picture description 

Imagination is more 

important than knowledge



Utilization of the Time 

Congloms

Things End, But 

memories last forever  

Make Us fit and 

healthy 



Topic : Identify the Cartoon names
Tone : We should be happy and enjoy 
life.

Topic : Knowing names
Tone :  Confidence leads to creativity 
which are two essential components of 
education.

Topic  : Best out of Waste 
Tone : Conserve energy and Natural 
resources



Dignity 
of Labour

Indian 
Railways



Art Integrated Learning



K G Celebration Blue Colour Day 



Blue colour and Rainy day celebrations

See the sea, feel the sky and enjoy the blue day



Blue Fans
Our little creators enjoyed making beautiful hand fans using blue and white

colour chart paper. Pretty and cute hand fans became a source of joy and

enthusiasm.



The fun education activities will keep children engaged 

and encourage them to build the skills. 

LKG Activities

Concept -"Rainy Season " 

Activity  done -“Making paper boat  and 

an  umbrella”.

Activity for uppercase alphabet Y. Y for 
yummy.😋



Activity  on Uppercase alphabet  'M' 

(minion  finger puppets) 



Activity on ‘0’ concept



Activity for ’u’ sound words

Making cup by using colour paper Activity for vowels a e i o u



UKG – Language Activities 

Letter ऋ- From this activity they come know about

seasons and how to write correct strokes of the letter.



Activity for concept Insects and Birds

Making butterfly by using colour paper



Hands on Activities done in class 



Capital ‘A’ letter activity Right & Left activity Long/short activity Activity on number-8

Activity for ending sound letter Activity on Patterns Activity on Healthy food & Junk food

Concept Based Activities

Activity on इ se इनाम

Activity on Shapes Activity on 0 concepts Activity on one and many Activity on one to ten



Concept Based Activities

Activity on one to ten numbers Activity on capital letter Z Activity on greater than Activity on equal to

Activity on hindi letters Activity on capital letter W Activity on shapes Activity on उ से उलू्ल

Activity on 0 concept Activity on capital letter M
Activity on (bl) blends 



LKG  - A & B 

Objective: Development of fine motor skill

Reflection: before we were not able to do but 

after observing teacher making it was easy.

Objective: Emotional skills,

Reflection- we can express our feelings with 
our facial expressions



CCA Round -2 

Story Telling Competition 

The final round of Story Telling Competition for grade

1 & 2 final was held on 14 July 2021 on the theme

“Panchatantra Stories." The judges were delighted to

listen the stories from the tiny tots.

The Judges were

Mrs Saba Rizwan Patvi, Educator

B.Sc(Botany) B.Ed Jindal Vidya Mandir, Salav

Mrs Vaibhavi Thatte, B.Com M. Lib

Librarian, Jindal Vidya Mandir, Salav

• https://youtu.be/VPBL8FoCJTw

• https://youtu.be/A9YU-z1mi7Y

• https://youtu.be/sbMJJu81ljA

• https://youtu.be/fWiCnElC7iY

Click on the link to view the video

https://youtu.be/VPBL8FoCJTw
https://youtu.be/A9YU-z1mi7Y
https://youtu.be/sbMJJu81ljA
https://youtu.be/fWiCnElC7iY


CCA Round 2 

Shloka Chanting Competition

Shloka Chanting Competition for grade

3 to 5 was held on 14 July 2021. The

topic for the final round was to recite

shlokas from Bhagavadgita.

Participants were appreciated by the

judge, Mrs. Kalpana Saxena.

Click on the link to view the video
• https://youtu.be/vylEJ8_MbeY

• https://youtu.be/y7DK2iDf9q8

https://youtu.be/vylEJ8_MbeY
https://youtu.be/y7DK2iDf9q8




CCA II Vegetable carving competition

In order to exploit the imagination of artistic capability of our

upcoming talents of Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vegetable Carving

Competition was conducted on 17th July 2021. All the participants

have got a magical touch of God which made them to create a world

of mystery with vegetables. There were attractive caricatures made

out of fruits and vegetables by our kids. The art of fruit and

vegetable carving is elevated to new realm of edible creations. We

are proud to have such talents in our family.

The participants were put under spotlight during the competitioni.

The competition was supervised by the honourable

judges:

Mr. Charan Hariharan,

Master Chef at Hampi House- Converter 

Mr. Selva Kumar,

Master Chef at Hyatt Place, Hampi.





Some Of The Attractive Vegetable Carvings



Debate Competition
“It’s better to debate a question without setting it 

than to settle a question without debating it”

-Josep Joubert

Debate competition was successfully organised and conducted
for class 9 – 12 on 17th July 2021 as a part of CCA Round-2. The
topic of the debate was “Is Technology Increasing the Quality of
Life?”. It was organized on virtual mode and broadcast in
Youtube. 24 students were participated from four Houses i.e..,
Ganga, Godavari, Krishna and Kaveri. Mrs. Rekha Kumbar-
Principal, SRS School and Mrs. Kiran Prabhu were invited as
Judges of the competition. Judges filtered 24 students and
selected 3 students i.e., first, second and third places. Nidhi
Praveen Kotian of IX C from Krishna House secured 1st place.
Sai Purvi H L of X B from Kaveri House secured second place
and Sri Hari Bharadwaj of XII A from Ganga House secured 3rd

Place in the competition. Judges, Principal, CCA Incharge and
all the teachers appreciated the winners.

YouTube link: https://youtu.be/NIAFclQx4PY

https://youtu.be/NIAFclQx4PY


Swirl Music – Journey is as much important as the destination

• Highlights:

• Mrs. Shwetha Poddar successfully
completed the training of level one and 
level two.

• Follow up sessions by Mr. Bharath on 
every Saturday.

• Planned for showcases and quiz for 
parents in upcoming months.



Periodic Assessment 1

In every education organization, it is really vital to step 

back and systematically review and identify the strengths 

of the pupils in both scholastic and co-scolastic areas. The 

benefit to assess the students is to prioritize the next 

steps in teaching learning process. Periodic assessment 

gives insight into learning needs at a point, where action 

can be taken to address those needs. It offers an 

opportunity to look into the development of skills and

gives a way to understand across the whole curriculum of 

subjects. To review the performance, Periodic Assessment-

1 was held from 5th to 9th of July 2021. It went on 

smoothly.



International Award For Young People
• IAYP -The Award Programme was first introduced in the United Kingdom in 1956 as

the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. The aim was to motivate young people aged between 14
and 25 years to become involved in a balanced programme of voluntary self-development
activities which encourage personal discovery and growth, self-reliance, perseverance,
responsibility to themselves and service to their community. Participants are expected to
follow its requirements in a non-competitive manner either individually or as part of a
team and can be undertaken at your own pace.

• The basic structure of the Award consists of 4 mandatory sections -Voluntary Service,
Adventurous Journey, Skills and Physical Recreation. There are 3 levels – Bronze, Silver
& Gold. Participants must complete all the four mandatory sections. Participants can
undertake all three categories of the Award programme or enter directly at any of the
three levels in the following age group;
o Bronze Award (for those over 14),

o Silver Award (for those over 15)

o Gold Award (for those over 16 years).

• As our school has got a Licensed operator to go with this award program, orientation
program was planned and executed between 12th to 17th July, for students of 8 th to 12th

standards.

12 to 17-7-2021



Abacus Mental Arithmetic
Our school organized a live demo by Sane Abacus Academy,

through Youtube. The academy provides 8 levels of certified

Abacus courses, for children of Class 1 to Class 7. Also, National

and State level competitions are conducted for the past 19 years,

to encourage the students. The online orientation exposed the

children and parents about the importance of Abacus in

mathematical and logical skills.

This program aims at developing and enhancing the intelligence

of our children, the next generation leaders. Sane academy,

leaders in Abacus based training organization in Maharastra,

conducts classes in Mental Arithmetic and Vedic Math

Programs.

12-7-2021



RLC- Reconnect Orientation

A reconnect orientation session was conducted with an objective ‘To recall ,reconnect with the Six

Pillar approach and to go back to move forward with content and character which was designed

with HumanE Curriculum’. It was a great reconnect of 3’Rs, 5 E’S, sparkplug, master class,

Conglom, Congenial and board protocols.

Different sessions were scheduled for teachers of different classes. Sessions started sharply in time

with welcome note and an energiser. Reconnect of RLC was briefed with a power point

presentation over zoom.

It was an wonderful reflection time. Teachers shared their feelings and were completely involved

throughout the session. A reflection sheet was shared to fill and to mail to the RLC in-charges.

Spark plug sessions were conducted by Raghunandhan Joshi of class V and Singam Ananya of class

VI which was wonderful and appreciated by all. Finally concluded with thanks giving and photo

session.

19-7-2021



Glimpses of RLC- Reconnect Orientation



Trainings for Tutors

• 12 teachers were certified for attending the ‘Conference on The Future of English

Language’, organized by Trinity College, London.

• RLC Facilitation Workshop was scheduled for all the teachers to be in line with

new teaching methodologies and to embark the same and enhance professional

skills.

• Demo classes were conducted by Mr. S.Peer Mohamed (English), Mrs. Ramani

(English), Mrs. Rudramma (Maths), Mrs. Zareena Begum (Hindi), Mr. Devappa

(Maths) for the peers of their subject, in the seven JVM campuses. It was

organized by the Centre of Excellence (CoE).



Orientation  for  MCB
Orientation for teachers on taking up mentorship period

and marks entry in MCB jointly was conducted on 14 th

July 2021.

With the introduction of newly launched app, there lies

a need for the team to get acquainted with the app.

A hand holding session was conducted to orient the

teachers on the procedures for entry of marks in newly

launched JVM app.

Teachers were Oriented for taking up the mentorship

period in order to strengthen the relationship between

the teacher and the student community and resolve the

issues prevailing in the teaching learning process.



Trainings, Demos &  PTM



Community Outreach Programs
Community Outreach 1: Immunization Awareness
A team of teachers conducted an Immunization/

Vaccination Awareness session as a part of the

Community Outreach Initiative. The residents of the

service colony were engaged in a dialogue about their

understanding of immunity and vaccines. The session was
organized in coordination with Vidyanagar Township

Administration.

Masks were also distributed to the participants of the 

session, symbolizing “Prevention is better than cure”.

Team: Mr. J Somshekhar, Mr. Lokesh, Mrs. Reena SG, 

Mr. Mallikarjuna, Mr. Shiva Kumar, Mrs. Yukti Siras

Student: Ms. Soumya Lakshmi

Link for video of the same is as below:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GTeVhrZ7x1yIVp-eyw5xG4atSj21B-LW/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GTeVhrZ7x1yIVp-eyw5xG4atSj21B-LW/view?usp=sharing


Community Outreach 2: Teach-tech

A team of teachers conducted a Teach-Tech Awareness session

as a part of the Community Outreach Initiative when the home

makers, having less exposure to the use of computers,

volunteered to visit the computer lab at JVM, Vidyanagar.

Our computer teachers and community outreach team helped

them learn some computer basics and create an email id. As a

follow up they will be requested to create and use their email ID
to communicate with the outreach team.

Team: Mrs. Soubhagya GH, Mrs. Padmaja, Mr. Lokesh, Ms

Reena SG, Mr. Shiv Kumar , Mrs. Yukti Siras.

Students: Master. Krish Agrawal, Master. Madhur Narayan

We are hopeful that the session inspires the participants to
remain updated with the required basics of the digital world

irrespective of their educational qualification and working

status.
Link for video of the same is as below:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyPvZ03D4_B569tx5W09L3Q-WBO9egPq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PyPvZ03D4_B569tx5W09L3Q-WBO9egPq/view?usp=sharing


Bonding Cricket 
“Winners never quit and quitters never win”. We had an exotic team of winners, under the

leadership of our Principal Ma’am, when a cricket match was organized for the staff

members. The spectacular match started in the pleasant morning breeze, with our

enthusiastic organizer, Mrs. Sabitha Nair Ma’am. Active participation of the members,

irrespective of the age and gender, arose the enthusiasm of viewers too. The energetic

commentaries of Mr. Pradeep Kumar Dash made the entire match enjoyable.

“When you have to work, work with a smile” said Kapil Dev. The friendly cricket match

made every one happy and strengthened the bonds.

9-7-2021



Back to School
It was an auspicious moment, when the first phase of teachers physically came to

school. The COVID protocols and safety measures were followed to prevent the

spread of the pandemic. Smiles were hiddden behind the mask, but meetings and

greetings were overflowing with joy. Teachers, who are teaching Standard IX to XII,

in this academic year, started reporting in school, from twelfth of this month. Another

three phases are pre-planned for the staff arrival during the upcoming months, subject

to all situational constraints.

12-7-2021



Shubham Patra secured 

• 95th rank at National Level in Unified International 

Mathematics Olympiad.

• 61st rank at the National Level in Unified Cyber 

Olympiad.

• 54th rank at the National Level in NSTSE.

Dithya has been awarded as “India Star Icon Kids

Achiever Award” 2021 by The National Academy for

Art Education for various events like Rhymes, Fancy
Dress, Crafts and Personal Talent (Drawing & Colouring,

painting (Imprint painting), Story Telling, Read a loud,

Poster Making, Singing jolly phonics songs.

Achievements



Appreciating the 

creativity
Advertisements are embodiment of creativity and innovativeness. Centre of Excellence
(CoE) Team organized an advertisement competition for 6-8 grade students and

appreciated the unique presentation of 16 students.







Spotlights of the Month

Appreciations help us bring the best

out of us. To encourage and

motivate the students and teachers

who were expressing unique talents,

a few students and teachers were

selected to be on the spotlight of this

month. Students were selected from

all different age groups and

recognized.

“The roots of all goodness lie in the soil of appreciation for goodness.”

– Dalai Lama    

Mrs. Geetha Govindarajulu , 

VDN. She is innovative and 

creative in planning 

activities.

Teacher

Student
Miss. Preesha Shreshta

UKG C VDN. Conducted 

Spark Plug session for UKG  

.  Topic: Making aquarium 

by using chart papers.





Mrs Manisha,

A teacher who inspires...

Coordinates CCA and 

Club enrolments   

Mrs Beena, 

A teacher who shares a special 

bond with her students, 

innovative in providing  hands on 

experiences , an active member 

of news letter team, has 

coordinated CCA and Bibliomania 

in very short notice 



Ayushman Birla 

Class VI B 

Youtuber ,Dr Birla’s 

Academy 

Science Concepts 

,Experiments, Shlokas

Srushti Chavan

Class VIII D

*Created 2562 pages of 

artwork in 2021

*won many prizes in 

drawing competitions

Anshika Baranwal

Class VII 

Budding poetess 

Creative in thoughts and 

imaginative 

Srushti lalwani

Class VII 

gracious dancer and  

excellent at drawing  



Spotlights of the month

Arya Joshi Bhuvitha Sri Hari Sneha Jha

Students  who made the club inauguration a grand success 

Mrs. Hemalatha
Dpt. Superintendent 

Mrs. Soubhgya
MCB Incharge

Mrs. Kavitha
News Letter

Mrs. Gunjan
CCA Incharge

Teachers  taking the charge in different areas and looking into its smooth execution



Reconnecting with Students

A reconnect initiative was organized by Mrs. Reena S G and Mrs. Yukti Siras, under

the guidance of our Principal. A team of teachers physically assessed the availability of

resources for online education. The ultimate aim of the program was to aid the students

with lesser resources and to ensure continuity of education.

Two visits were conducted in the month of July. The teachers went to students’

residence and provided 10th and 12th class students with key concept notes of relevant

subjects and topics. They were provided with some writing material. The students were

also reassured of the constant support and guidance from the school.

• 1st Visit Team: Mr. Rajshekhar, Mr. Shashikant Kulkarni and Ms. Reena.

• 2nd Visit Team: Ms. Sabitha Srinivasaan and Mr. Shiva Kumar.





Birthday Celebration



Parent Teacher Interaction

Teacher to student and teacher to parent

interaction are paramount for the child’s

success. Parents can help children if they

understand what he or she lacks. With the

motive of helping children improve,

parent teacher interaction was
conducted. Teachers spoke to the

parents individually, to analyze

difficulties, if any, and to guide the

children do better. Most of the queries

and doubts were answered and the new

points were submitted by the teachers in
the form of minutes of meeting. (MoM)

“Together we can give them roots to grow and wings to fly”



Acheivements
International Award for Young people IAYP by

Duke of Edinburgh award. Now our school is a

National Licensed Operator and Mrs. NBV Ratna,
being the co coordinator for our school

completed six of its certified courses. She

continues with the Award Community courses

which would help her gain a better understanding

of SMART goals and objectives of the program.

Article about Corona disease, written

by Mrs. Lalitha was published in Praja

Parwa newspaper.



Achievements

• Hard work and perseverance, inspite of all

adversities, resulted in an tremendous performance

by our outgoing students. CBSE issued a set of

well defined guidelines to finalize the score of the

students. Internal and external staff evaluated the

year round performance of the students. Tamojeet

and Vikas inscribed their names in the JVM

history, scoring the top rank in the science and

commerce stream, respectively. It was a happy

moment for all the JVMites, as every student

passedout flying with colors.

Winners take time to relish their work, knowing that scaling the mountain is what 

makes the view from the top so exhilarating.                             - Denis Waitley



Success and failure are just words. The real fun 

happens when children work hard.

JVM is pleased to congratulate the toppers  of class 

X and XII on their amazing and scholarly 

accomplishment in CBSE Board Examination 2021. 

Students don't need to have the talent. They should 

have thirst  to learn. That thirst has been quenched 

by their effort even during adversities. So successful 

people never ask whether they can do or not. They 

simply work hard and find out their own.

Best wishes for their future.

From JVM family.



Innovation

Capacitors are electronic devices used for storing charges and hence

the electrostatic potential energy. Students enjoyed making

capacitors with materials easily available at home.

Click on the link to view the video

https://youtu.be/2AbY8O1cwGU

https://youtu.be/2AbY8O1cwGU


Upcoming Jubilation

• Nagara Panchami

• JMUN

• Independence Day

• Varamahalakshmi Vrata

• Onam

• Rakshabandhan

• National Sports Day

• Shri Krishna Janmastami



“The truest wisdom is a resolute determination”

Thank you


